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Much time is lost by software development organizations because they do not produce and maintain precise and complete design documentation. Failure to document designs properly reduces the efficiency of every phase in development and contributes to the low quality software that we see so often today. Strangely, Computer Scientists do little research on this topic. In fact, this is one area where CS theory (mathematics) can really help but researchers need to understand both mathematics and the problems experienced during software development. Software Engineering is the only engineering discipline where well educated Engineers have not learned how to take advantage of mathematics in their daily work.

This talk explains how good documents can be used during design, review, implementation, inspection, and testing. It also shows how mathematical expressions in tabular form can make documents easy to produce and use without sacrificing precision. When completing and reviewing these documents to make sure that each document is precise, accurate, complete and consistent with other documents, developers perform the analyses necessary to assure that the product will be of high quality. Among the beneficial effects of good documentation are easier reuse of old designs, better communication about requirements, easier integration of separately written modules, more effective inspection and more effective testing. The role of documents in each of these activities will be illustrated and explained.
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